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NEWS 

Vertical drilling and milling innovation 
Bavellonis recently announced VDM 1636 NC vertical drilling 
and milling machine can perform complex drilling/milling cycles 
automatically. lt is equipped with one double drilling head (1 + 1 
opposing spindlesl, each of which is provided with a rotating tool store 
(eig ht positions eachl. 

This user-friendly equipment has been designed by adopting the 
most advanced technical solutions to ensure high working accuracy. 
Milling is performed while the glass is in a lixed position ta achieve 
better grinding qua lity and higher grinding speed. The contrai device 
combines a professional NC with the convenience of a PC working 
in Windows (Microsoft) environment. Thanks to its features and 
functionality, it is considered the ideal choice for door fabrication and In 
general, for any architectural (internai and externall applications. 

Also recently announced by the company is the NRG 330 
working centre, available with three or four axes, which features the 
operating head fitting Bavelloni electro-spindle, the Power Jet device, 
an innovative automatic up down sliding door and the PAV system to 
position suction cups and centering devices in an automatic way. ■

Bavelloni's VDM 1636 NC 
vertical drilHng and 
milling machine. 

The NRG 330 working centre. 

Focus on services and bonded refractory products 
The recent merger of RHI and Magnes1ta created a world market leader 
In refractories The combined company wlll offer customers an even 
more comprehens1ve range of services and thus prov1de added value 
There Is further s1gnil1cant value creatIon potent1al due to the real1sat1on 
of InnovatIons based on the combined knowhow ol the companIes 

RHI Magnes1ta has bullt a service network to support glass 
customers raIsing questions rangIng from furnace operatIon and 
furnace status to hot repaIrs The latest module Is the support of qualIty 
assurance of fused cast products 

Together w1th the appl1cat1on knowhow of fused cast products and 
the knowledge of bonded products needed for the construction of glass 
fumaces such as regenerators or C-glass furnaces, the company offers 
a spec1al concept for the glass 1ndustry The merger w1th Magnes1ta w1II 
further Improve the backwards IntegratIon of basic glass products for 
regenerator appl1cat1on and reduce dependency on the volatile raw matenal 
market ■

Website integration completed 
Henry F Teichmann Inc has successfully integrated the 
website for lehr supplier E W Bowman into its own 
modern site. Earlier this year, glass industry engineer and 
contractor HFT acquired E W Bowman and began the 
process of integrating the business. Bowman's online 
presence is now represented in its own section on the HFT 
website, providing one single source of information on bath 
companies, in a clean and easy to navigate site. The site 
can be reached through either the HFT (www.HFT.com) or 
Bowman {www.ewbowman.com) domain name. ■
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Lubrication skills acqui:-ed 
Condat Corp of France has acquired the lubricant activities 
of Renite Co in the USA. Expertise in the glass and metal 
forging industries, together with long established skills 
in lubrication, are common assets of both companies, so 
this agreement extends Condat's range of lubricants and 
strengthens its diversification strategy in North America. 

Established in 1932, Renite has long been regarded 
for its specialist lubricants and custom solutions, offering 
high temperature industrial lubricants. lts products include 
swabbing lubricants such as those for mould release in 
container manufacturing applications, as well as sprayable 
products for tableware. Furthermore, Renite produces 
various lubricants for all stages in which the glass requires 
lubrication, tram shears to lehrs. 

With extensive experience and more than 30 years 
of partnership with important glass groups, Condat offers 
a complete range of lubricants and coatings to meet the 
requ·1 rements of the evolving glass process. For hollow 
glass, soluble oils are available for shear spray, neat 
oils for scoop and delivery, deflectors, mould release 
lubricants and synthetic oils for the central lubrication of IS 
machines. For fiat glass, lubricants are olfered for cutting, 
grinding, glass protection, marking inks and flocculants 
etc, while for optical and ophthalmic glass, coolants are 
produced for processing, surfacing and flocculants. ■

Condat glass grinding lubricant. 
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OCMI has upgraded its vial production line for medium-high 
production with an electrical annealing lehr equipped with 
a special vial conveying system. The line is suitable to be 
connected with OCMI vial forming machines with continuous or 
index rotation. 

The lehr is fed by a rotating manipulator with six mechanical 
grippers, ad1usted according to vial length This device picks the 
vial from the printing chain and places the units on the lehr belt, 
consisting in a drilled wire mesh with six places per each row 

The vials are carried in a horizontal position, with the neck 
leaning on dedicated supports. At the end of the lehr, a second 
rotating pneumatic manipulator picks the vials by \,facuurn cups 
and places them on the packing, chain. The lehr consists of two 
heating sections where temperature can be brought up to a 
maximum level of 600°C and of a cooling section before the 
packing chain 
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Madnd-based KYP Accessories reports that Its 
pharmaceut1cal ampoule form1ng and f1nishmg equIpment 
has been mstalled by some of the most important 
companies In the sector, who continue to rely on th1s 
establ1shed 1nternat1onal brand KYP Is constantly In 
search of the most eff1c1ent products to prov1de greater 
product1v1ty and performance lts KYP packag1ng (KYPACK) 
meets the 1ndustry's cond1t1ons for a competItIve pnce, 
h1gh speed, robustness and support for ail formats of 
ampoules, v1als and syringes 

K.YÎ ' pacKaging {KYt-'ACK) supports ail tormats ot ampoules, v1als and synnges. 
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